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Introduction: 
Literature Review, Introduction to Kinmen and Stone 

Carving  
 
 

 
Map 1: Showing Kinmen Island1 in relation to Taiwan and China 

                                                 
1 Kang, Wei. "Mandarin Scholarship." 2008.http://mandarinscholarship.com/ (accessed November, 
2008). 
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I selected this topic through my travels in Taiwan. I had visited Kinmen Island 

in 2005 and stumbled across a couple of the statutes, but had no idea what they were. 

At the time curiosity made me take some pictures, but I could not find any 

information about them. For the Cultural and Ethnic Studies of Taiwan course I had 

to do field trip and research a unique aspect of Taiwan’s culture. After much 

discussion with my partner, Callum Sawatzky, we returned to Kinmen Island in 

November of 2007 to research the Wind Lion God Statues.  

The difference in the local governmental attitude towards the statues between 

2005 and 2007 was startling. All of a sudden images of the wind lion gods were 

everywhere, from tourist knick-knack replicas to decorations on ice cream cartons. 

All the villages now had large maps at the village entrance detailing exactly where the 

wind lion god in the village was and what it looked like so that it would be easy to 

find. This change in attitude was striking, and yet there was still an extremely limited 

amount of information available on the wind lion gods, and practically nothing was 

written in English. This thesis topic therefore grew naturally out of my curiosity, a 

striking change, and an obvious need for better research in the field.  

In this introduction the literature review will be presented first. Following will 

be sections introducing stone sculpture and Kinmen Island itself. 
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0.1 Literature Review 

  

There is one text in English and only four major texts in Chinese addressing 

the wind lion god statues of Kinmen Island. Whereas most books written about 

Kinmen will mention the wind lion gods, for the most part the few blurbs in those 

books are all repetitive and extremely general. An example of the general information 

that is presented is from A Circuit Tour of Temples in Kinmen County by Yang Tian-

Hou and Lin Li-Kuan2. It is typical of most books that briefly mention the wind lion 

god, but are not focused on them, in that it will simply state if there is a statue and 

where it is, nothing more. This book is different from the rest in that, because it is 

about the temples on the island and wind lion gods statues are sometimes found near 

temples, it simply lists a greater number of them. Other than a few very basic 

sentences these books do not give any real information about the statues, their 

functions, their uses, their history, etc. 

The English Text, The Conceptualization of a Guardian Angel is only nine 

pages long. The author of this brief text, Min-Chia Young3, tries to cover quite a few 

                                                 
2 Yang, TianHou 楊天厚 , and LiKuan Lin 林麗寬, eds. A Circuit Tour of Temples in Kinmen County 
金門寺廟巡禮. Taipei, Taiwan: Rice Field Press, 1998. 
 
3 Young, Min-Chia. "The Conceptualization of a Guardian Angel: The Wind Lion God of Kinmen ." 
The International Journal of the Humanities 3, no. 5 (2005/2006): 169-78. 
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areas, but is necessarily limited to extremely general information due to the length of 

this paper. In his nine pages he touches briefly on the history of Kinmen Island and 

the problems that the island has with wind and defense in general in order to put the 

wind lion gods into a context of need. There are short sections that introduce myths 

associated with the statues, the role and duties of the statues. It would have been more 

effective if, instead of giving one page or less to various facets of these roles the 

author had spent more time integrating them and detailing how these are still relevant 

in daily life. The longest sections of this paper don’t even relate to the statues. This 

paper, being the only one that currently exists in English, meets the bare minimum for 

an introductory paper on the topic. The author could have easily given a lot more 

detail in many areas, from such basic areas as simply describing the various forms of 

the statues to more in-depth explanations of rituals and worship associated with the 

statues on a regular basis. This author of this paper seems to be reaching very hard in 

a few places to try to incorporate theory into his paper, but the ones that he chooses, 

such as methods of prison thought-control, seem a little far-fetched for statues that are 

honored and respected in daily life. Young’s paper leaves a lot to be desired, and 

leaves the reader with many more questions than it answers. He dangles tantalizing 

tidbits, but doesn’t give fully detailed accounts. My paper seeks to remedy this. 
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 The four primary Chinese texts are:  The Long History of the Wind Lion Gods 

(風獅爺千秋) by Chen ShuiTsai4; Li, Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen (金門

風獅爺調查研究) by Li ZhuFeng and Huang KuoTai5; Wind Lion Gods and the 

Belief in Expelling Evil Spirits (金門風獅爺與辟邪信仰) by Yang TanHou and Lin 

LiKuan6; and The Wind Lion Gods of Kinmen (金門風獅爺) also by Yang and Lin7. 

These sources average only about 100 pages, with a large percentage of those pages 

dedicated to pictures.  

All of these works start with a background of Kinmen Island, as it is 

obviously necessary to place the statues within their cultural context. All of these 

sources also give lengthy descriptions of the statues. Both the Long History of the 

Wind Lion Gods and The Wind Lion Gods of Kinmen devote the final 30% of their 

space to detailing the locations and descriptions, including dimensions, of every 

statue on the island. This section includes maps and pictures of every statue, as well 

as an address or landmark to help find the statue. The other two books, instead of 

                                                 
4 Chen, ShuiTsai, ed. The Long History of the Wind Lion Gods 風獅爺千秋. JinCheng, Taiwan: 
Kinmen County Government, 1997. 
 
5 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , and KuoTai Huang 黄國泰, eds. Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen 金門
風獅爺調查研究. JinCheng, Taiwan: Cultural Affairs Bureau of Kinmen County, 1994. 
 
6 Yang, TianHou 楊天厚 , and LiKuan Lin 林麗寬, eds. Wind Lion Gods and the Belief in Expelling 
Evil Spirits 金門風獅爺與辟邪信仰. Taipei, Taiwan: Rice Field Press, 2000. 
 
7 Yang, TianHou 楊天厚 , and LiKuan Lin 林麗寬, eds. The Wind Lion Gods of Kinmen 金門風獅爺. 
Taipei, Taiwan: Rice Field Press, 2000 
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giving straight data, include sections on other local gods that are also involved in 

wind control. These include such things as the white chicken statues, steles and wind 

god statues. All four books spend a few pages on the two lesser forms of wind lion 

god statues.  

None of these books has depth on the topic. For example, they mention that 

the wind lion gods often wear capes, but do not explain why the would be given a 

cape, what the capes are made out of, how often they are given new capes, who 

makes the capes, what happens to old capes, etc. These books all miss multiple 

opportunities to give unique details to the readers. There is very little information on 

rituals or worship associated with the statues, other than the “eye-opening ceremony” 

being mentioned once in Young’s paper. A glaring example of omission is when 

talking about the forms of the statues.  Since two of these books devote so much 

space to helping reader locate and identify various statues, it seems odd that there is 

no explanation of the three different forms of the wind lion god statues, as this would 

seem to be a necessary discussion.  

The Research of the Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen does include some 

information about local feelings and activities with the statues, but again it does not 

give any depth or detail to these. It is a 100 page book and devotes more than 40 

pages to giving a background of Kinmen Island, a significant percentage of the 

remaining pages are taken up with pictures. This book does actually give information 

beyond just statistics about all of the statues on the island, but being as it is all cursory 
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information it can only be used as a beginning source.  Since this book was the first 

one written on the subject, all the subsequent books essentially repeat the information 

found in this one, sometimes verbatim. 

The Long History of the Wind Lion Gods is the shortest book on the topic. The 

first half of this book is introductory reading and information on the Kinmen and on 

the Wind Lion Gods. The second half of the book is photos of all the statues with 

statistical data given for each: location; form and direction; material; and height. This 

book gives more bits of information than the others, but still fails to support them 

with details. 

Wind Lion Gods and the Belief in Expelling Evil Spirits is a combination of 

wind lion gods and the importance and features of different temples in Kinmen. The 

book actually focuses on the temples and their roles and gods, but since a lot of 

temples have wind lion gods, and also these statues are charged with protection, is 

incorporates brief descriptions of them. Again, there is no depth of detail or 

information about the statues as this book, despite the title, is actually more 

concerned with temples.  

The Wind Lion Gods of Kinmen is the most useful book. It actually gives a 

majority of its space to explaining statutes. This book looks at some of the rituals 

associated with the statues, describes caving techniques and maintenance of the 

statues and briefly goes into many areas that the other three books do not. However, 

again, this book stays on the surface of each topic introduced. 
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All of these books and articles were written since 1994s due to a very unique 

aspect of the wind lion gods, one that, again, isn’t mentioned in any of these sources. 

There has always been a taboo against writing about the wind lion gods. This not only 

makes finding material older than 25 years virtually impossible, but also prevents 

researchers from finding much information in texts. The majority of the information 

that needs to be found will have to come out of oral traditions and current village 

practices. It will not be possible to give a complete history of these statues, but there 

is a lot more information available through interviewing than has yet been written up.  

It can easily be seen that an authoritative work on this topic is needed, in 

either English or Chinese. A work that actually has detail and depth, with wide 

coverage of the various aspects related to the wind lion god statues. The texts that are 

currently available are nothing more than a starting point.  

 

0.2 Stone Carving  

 

Before talking specifically about the statues, I would like to introduce a little 

necessary background on the history of stone carving and stone monoliths. 

Stone carving is defined as “an ancient activity where pieces of rough natural 

stone are shaped by the controlled removal of stone.” 8  For thousands of years 

                                                 
8 Wikipedia. “Stone Carving.” 2008. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stone_carving. (accessed November, 
2008). 
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mankind has been using sculpture as a prominent means of artistic expression. Long 

before the first record of history was recorded, sculpture was being used by primitive 

civilizations to document the world in which they lived.9 The history of stone carving 

confirms Witcombe’s statement: Owing to the permanence of the material, evidence 

can be found that even the earliest societies indulged in some form of stone work. 

Sculpture was, and is, often used to represent any number of happenings in 

people's lives – from daily situations to unique once-in-a-lifetime occurrences- from 

the very beginning of humanity. Sculpture was used to document the passage of time 

or environmental changes. Sculpture was also used to represent societal concerns, 

such as religion, politics, and morality. 

Sculpture has long been one of the most popular forms of fine arts. In 
fact, sculpture was considered an art form long before patrons of the 
art saw an inherent beauty in the other types of arts, even drawing. 
Sculpture was believed to be one of the best representations of human 
form and as such was viewed as the ultimate artistic creation.10

              

This is one of the oldest art forms, and from the beginning was used to portray 

religious icons. Most Stone Age statuettes were made of ivory or soft stone. Small 

female statues known as Venus figurines have been found mainly in central Europe. 

                                                                                                                                           
 
9 Whitcombe, Christopher L.C.E.. "What is Art? What is an Artist?." 
1997. .http://www.arthistory.sbc.edu/artartists/sculpture.html (accessed September, 2008). 
 
10 Whitcombe, Christopher L.C.E.. "What is Art? What is an Artist?." 
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The Venus of Willendorf (24,000-22,000 BC), from the area of Willendorf, Austria, 

is a well-known example.11

The term ‘stone carving12’ is a reference to a particular way of producing 

sculpture. The term can also refer to the activity of stone masons in dressing stone 

blocks for use in architecture, building or civil engineering. Archeologists, historians, 

and anthropologists will also use the term ‘stone carving’ to describe the activity 

involved in making some types of petroglyphs.13

The oldest known works of representational art are stone carvings. Often 

marks carved into rock or petroglyphs will survive where painted work will not. 

Prehistoric Venus figurines such as the Venus of Berekhat Ram may be as old as 

800,000 years, and are carved in stones.14

               These earliest examples of stone carving are the result of hitting or 

scratching a softer stone with a harder one, although sometimes more resilient 

materials such as antlers were used for relatively soft stone. Another early technique 

                                                 
11 Wikipedia. “History of Sculpture.” 2008.  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_sculpture. 
(accessed November, 2008). 
 
12 ‘Stone carving’ is different from, but with similarities to ‘stone masonry’ which is the technique of 
carving large blocks of stone and then joining them together to from a structure. Typically these 
structures are buildings, for examples the Aztec, Inca or Egyptian pyramids, Stonehenge, Ankgor Wat, 
and the Taj Mahal. “Stonemasonry is the craft of shaping rough pieces of rock into accurate 
geometrical shapes, mostly simple, but some of considerable complexity, and then arranging the 
resulting stones, often together with mortar, to form structures” (Wikipedia 2008d). 
 
13 Wikipedia. “Stone Carving.” 
 
14 Wikipedia. “Stone Carving.” 
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was to use an abrasive that was rubbed on the stone to remove the unwanted area. 

Prior to the discovery of steel by any culture, all stone carving was carried out by 

using an abrasion technique, following rough hewing of the stone block using 

hammers. The development of iron made possible stone carving tools, such as chisels, 

drills and saws made from steel, that were capable of being hardened and tempered to 

a state hard enough to cut stone without deforming, while not being so brittle as to 

shatter. Carving tools have changed little since then.15

 The Stone Carving article on Wikipedia clearly explains the typical process of 

carving a stone, which has varied only little in the history of stone carving, from start 

to finish:  

When s/he is ready to carve, the artist usually begins by knocking off 
large portions of unwanted stone. For this task s/he may select a point 
chisel…The sculptor also selects a mallet. The artist places the point of 
the chisel or the edge of the pitching tool against a selected part of the 
stone, then swings the mallet at it with the strongest possible stroke. 
S/he must be careful to strike the end of the tool accurately; the 
smallest miscalculation can damage the sculptor's hand. When the 
mallet connects to the tool, energy is transferred along the tool, 
shattering the stone. Most sculptors work rhythmically, turning the 
tool with each blow so that the stone is removed quickly and evenly. 
This is the "roughing out" stage of the sculpting process. Once the 
general shape of the statue has been determined, the sculptor uses 
other tools to refine the figure. A toothed chisel or claw chisel has 
multiple gouging surfaces which create parallel lines in the stone. 
These tools are generally used to add texture to the figure…The stone 
carver generally uses a shallower stroke at this point in the process. 
Eventually the sculptor has changed the stone from a rough block into 
the general shape of the finished statue. Tools called rasps and rifflers 

                                                 
15 Wikipedia. “Stone Carving.” 
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are then used to enhance the shape into its final form. A rasp is a flat, 
steel tool with a coarse surface. The sculptor uses broad, sweeping 
strokes to remove excess stone as small chips or dust. A riffler is a 
smaller variation of the rasp, which can be used to create details such a 
folds of clothing or locks of hair. The final stage of the carving process 
is polishing…This abrading, or wearing away, brings out the color of 
the stone, reveals patterns in the surface and adds sheen.16

 
 

Although the look of sculpture has changed throughout the centuries, it has 

remained one of the most popular art forms. Perhaps this art continues to grow in 

popularity because the nature of sculpture has continued to evolve over time. “The 

subject matter of sculpture as never stagnated, but has always found a new and varied 

subject or theme which was previously unused or presented the subject radically 

different ways.” 17

Sacred art is imagery intended to uplift the mind to the spiritual. It can be an 

object to be venerated not for what it is but for what it represents. The use of art in 

religion is essential, as it symbolizes understanding and feelings that words simply 

can't describe.18 This paper aims to look at a specific type of stone sculpture that is 

much more than representation of the godly in art, but is indeed held to be a god itself. 

The Wind Lion God statues of Kinmen Island, Taiwan, will be defined and examined 

                                                 
16 Wikipedia. “Stone Carving.” 
 
17 Whitcombe, Christopher L.C.E.. "What is Art? What is an Artist?." 
 
18 Wikipedia. “Sacred Art.” 2008. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religious_art. (accessed November, 
2008). 
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for the first time in English. In order to broaden the base of understanding, they will 

be compared to other stone statues found around the world.  

All of these statues are monolithic19, meaning they are carved of one piece of 

stone. In addition to the wind lion gods of Kinmen, brief explorations of three other 

statues from islands around the world will be included in this paper for comparison 

purposes and to clarify the role and position of the wind lion god in a global 

perspective. The three other statues will be: the Sheela na Gigs found mostly in 

Ireland and England; the Moai of Easter Island; and the Dolhareubang of Jeju Island, 

South Korea. As a dramatic example of how little is known about the Kinmen statues, 

they are the only one of the four that cannot yet be found in Wikipedia. When I finish 

this paper, I will try to remedy that situation. 

 

 

0.3 Introduction to Kinmen Island 

 

Finally, before I begin the investigation of the statues, I want to give a little 

background on Kinmen Island so that it is easier to understand why the people of the 

island would desire or need a god to control the wind. 

                                                 
19 Monolithic means made of on piece of solid, unbroken stone 
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Quemoy [in early Spanish Romanization] literally means "Golden Door" or 

"Golden Gate". It is a small archipelago of several islands administered by the 

Republic of China (ROC) government: Greater Kinmen (大金門), Lesser Kinmen (小

金門), and 10 other islets. Administratively, it is Kinmen County of Fujian (福建) 

Province, Republic of China. The county is claimed as part of Fujian's Quanzhou 

Prefecture by the People's Republic of China. Many of the inhabitants speak the 

Southern Min language [Min Nan].20 Historical names for the island were WuChou 

and HsienChou. During the Ming Dynasty two towers were built to protect the island 

from marauding Japanese pirates, it was these twin towers that gave Kinmen its 

current name.21

Kinmen Island lies a mere 10 kilometers from the Xiamen (廈門) harbor to 

the west and 277 kilometers from Taiwan to the east. 22  The island lies only 4 

kilometers off the coast of Fujian, and its closest communist-held neighbor is a mere 

2,310 meters23 away.24 This small island is only 19 kilometers from east to west , its 

                                                 
20 Li, WeiTing 李立婷. "Boundless Kinmen Island Visit: History and Geography." 
2006.http://www.esl99.com/living_view.php?nid=1342&type=tourist (accessed December, 2007). 
 
21 Fang, Rita. Kinmen Culture Highlighted at Exhibition Taiwan Journal (2004), 
http://taiwanjournal.nat.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=20980&CtNode=122. (accessed November, 2007). 
 
22 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , ed. Classic Kinmen. JinCheng, Taiwan: Kinmen County Government, 2003: 
25 
 
23 This communist territory can easily be seen from the MaShan Observatory area of Kinmen. 
 
24 Li, WeiTing 李立婷. "Boundless Kinmen Island Visit: History and Geography." 
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“butterfly,” “bone” or “dumbbell” shape is 13 kilometers from north to south at its 

widest point and a mere 3 kilometers wide at its narrowest.25 The total land area of 

Kinmen Island is a mere 178 square kilometers. Its highest point, Mount TaiWu (太

武山), is a mere 253 meters above sea level. The longest river, WuChiang (浯江) 

River is barely 7.5 kilometers long.26 Kinmen has a subtropical marine climate, but 

there are no mountains to shelter it from the rampaging winds of the Taiwan straight, 

and even its own meager hills rise in the center of the island and thus afford little 

protection for the residents.  

Due to the accident of its geographical location, Kinmen has always been used 

as a point of transition between China and Asia. Many travelers and sailors passed by 

the island both going and coming from China. And yet the people of the island have 

been able to hold onto their traditions and values.27  

By 1387, which was in beginning of the Ming Dynasty明朝 (1368 – 1644 

A.D.) the city now called Old Jin Cheng was already developed.28 One of Kinmen’s 

                                                                                                                                           
 
25 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , ed. Classic Kinmen: 45 
 
26 Fang, Rita. Old Kinmen Battlefield Now Open to Tourism Taiwan Journal (2003), 
http://taiwanjournal.nat.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=20264&CtNode=122. (accessed November, 2007). 
 
27 Chen, BingRong 陳炳容 , ed. The Wind Lion Gods of Kinmen 金門風獅爺. JinCheng, Taiwan: 
Kinmen County Government, 1996: VI 
 
28 Sun, LiTong, ed. Kinmen National Park. Taipei, Taiwan: Construction and Planning Agency, 
Ministry of the Interior R.O.C., 2001: 7 
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largest catastrophes occurred during this period. After unification of the mainland, the 

Ming emperor was trying to fortify his sea defenses. Unfortunately in 1560, pirates 

broke through the sea defenses and overtook the island. The marauding pirates looted, 

destroyed and burned villages all over the island.29 It is suspected by the leading 

authorities on wind lion gods that, though they may have been around before this time, 

this was when they started to becomes a prominent and important part of village life. 

Villagers were erecting them in a desperate effort to exert some control over the 

myriad of things that were beyond their control, but adversely affecting their lives. 

 During the reign of the last emperor of the Ming Dynasty, the forces of the 

incoming Qing Dynasty 清朝 (1644 – 1911 A.D.) pursued the surviving members of 

the royal family and their supporters through Fujian to Kinmen and Xiamen. From 

Kinmen Zhou DeXing (周德興) made plans to overthrow the Qing Dynasty and 

restore the Ming. From 1646 until 1680, Ming Dynasty officials used Kinmen as a 

military base to wage war against the new Qing Dynasty.30

Zheng ChengGong (鄭成功), known also by the Western name Koxinga, 

arrived on the island at the close of the Ming Dynasty. A loyal Ming supporter he 

built guard posts at all of the important coastal defense points. Kinmen was an 

especially strategic one due to its location right in the mouth of the bay that leads to 

                                                 
29 Chen, BingRong 陳炳容 , ed. The Wind Lion Gods of Kinmen 金門風獅爺.: 26-27 
 
30 Chen, BingRong 陳炳容 , ed. The Wind Lion Gods of Kinmen 金門風獅爺: X 
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the major port of Xiamen These two actions were major forces in revising Kinmen’s 

role from a place of scholarship and refuge to a military stronghold.31 The saying ‘a 

commander-in-chief every three miles, a brigade general every hundred paces’ refers 

to how Qing authorities made Kinmen an important part of their sea defenses with its 

own marine garrison, and all high ranking officers were local people.32  

As a result of Zheng ChengGong’s harassment from this island, when the 

Qing Dynasty finally overtook the island the soldiers were ordered to clear out all the 

residents and burn all facilities  and buildings on the island.33 This was yet another 

disaster for the Kinmenese. 

Difficulties for the Kinmenese did not end with the fall of the last dynasty. In 

1915, the fourth year of the republic, Kinmen was officially made into a county34, but 

the PRC government in Mainland China and the ROC government on Taiwan fought 

over the island from 1949 until 1958.35 This war was called the Ku-Ning-Tou War 

(古寧頭戰役). It started on October 25, 1949 as over 200 communist craft tried to 

                                                 
31 Kinmen National Park Service. 2001 Kinmen National Park Battlefield Monuments. Kinmen County. 
http://www.kmnp.gov.tw/english/battlefield.htm (accessed December, 2007). 
 
32 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , ed. Classic Kinmen. JinCheng, Taiwan: Kinmen County Government, 2003: 
35 
 
33 Hong, ChunLiu 洪春柳, ed. Voice of Living in Kinmen County 金門島居聲音. Taipei, Taiwan: Rice 
Field Press, 2001: X 
 
34 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , ed. Classic Kinmen: 38 
 
35 Hong, ChunLiu 洪春柳, ed. Voice of Living in Kinmen County 金門島居聲音: 11 
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land on Kinmen in a 2am raid. This man-to-man battle lasted 56 hours and in the end 

the communists fled.36 Occasional PRC bombing of the island started at this time.  

In its history Kinmen has had four distinctive eras: the era of displaced 

peoples, the scholar’s era, the military era and now the transportation and transit 

era.37 “Soaked in sunshine and drenched in moonlight, protected from evil by the 

Wind Lion, Kinmen has survived a hundred battles.”38 After martial law was finally 

lifted in 1992, tourism started up on the island.  

The Kinmenese starting cutting down their forests to boil away the seawater 

used in their salt making industry during the Yuan Dynasty.39 Located close to the 

port of Xiamen, Kinmen was used by boat and ship builders as a launching point. 

During the Yuan Dynasty people started logging Kinmen and damage continued 

during the Ming Dynasty by Japanese pirates. When Zheng ChengGong started his 

campaign against pirates in the 1660s he used wood of Kinmen for his armada. His 

army finished denuding the island of trees, leaving it victim to the merciless winds.40 

This quickly eroded the island and turned it into a wind-blown sandy land. For more 

                                                 
36 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , ed. Classic Kinmen: 113 
 
37 Hong, ChunLiu 洪春柳, ed. Voice of Living in Kinmen County 金門島居聲音: XI 
 
38 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , ed. Classic Kinmen: 3 
 
39 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , ed. Classic Kinmen: 59 
 
40 Young, Min-Chia. "The Conceptualization of a Guardian Angel: The Wind Lion God of Kinmen.”: 
170 
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than 300 years, Kinmen had only bare hills to offer to its residents. It wasn’t until the 

1950’s that a joint effort between the local residents and the ROC military started re-

foresting the island.41

 Compounding the vegetation problem is the fact that Kinmen suffers from 

chronic fresh water supply shortages. Kinmen receives an average of a mere 1000 

millimeters of rain each year.  “The island has little water storage capacity, so it often 

suffers from water shortages. The rain brought by the southwesterly airflows of 

summer and the typhoons of July and August quickly returns to the boundless blue 

skies, for it cannot keep up with the annual evaporation rate, which averages over 

1650 millimeters.”42 Most of the rivers in Kinmen are “really nothing more than 

small streams.”43 The seven of them are all short and have very little flow. The rivers 

are the JinSha, HouShui, ShanWai, ChienPu, XiaChing, XiPao and WuChiang 44  

rivers.   

 The strong northeast wind lasts for about 9 months of the year, from January 

to May and from September to December. The average speed of this wind varies from 

month to month, but is always more than 3 meters per second. During the summer 

months, from June to August, the wind switches direction and comes from the 
                                                 
41 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , ed. Classic Kinmen: 59 
 
42 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , ed. Classic Kinmen: 53 
 
43 Sun, LiTong, ed. Kinmen National Park: 10 
 
44 The WuChiang is Kinmen’s longest river at 7.5 km, as was explained earlier. 
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southwest. These seasonal winds average close to 3 meters per second as well. These 

unrelenting winds have also caused or exacerbated the ecological problems faced by 

the residents of Kinmen. For instance, after the island had been stripped of its trees, 

these winds filled in most of the very few lakes that had existed with sand.45  

 
Map 2: Schematic of the winds of Kinmen. Depicted is the 

wind direction and average speed by month. Also represented 
are the locations of most of the wind lion god statues.46

 

                                                 
45 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , and KuoTai Huang 黄國泰, eds. Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen 金門
風獅爺調查研究: 39 
 
46 Yang, TianHou 楊天厚 , and LiKuan Lin 林麗寬, eds. The Wind Lion Gods of Kinmen 金門風獅爺: 
52 
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 “The arrival of settlers principally from nearby Fujian province gives rise to a 

close kinship in culture and traditions with its mainland neighbor.47 Kinmen’s history 

of agricultural use by Han Chinese settlers gave rise to a society of communities 

centered on ancestral temples. Kinmen has the highest density of ancestral temples, 

with 160 of various surnames, in the R.O.C. “This is a major reason why this place 

maintains its traditional ways and remains harmonious.”48

In order to feel as though they can exert some semblance of control over these 

vitally important but easily destructive forces of nature, the Kinmenese turned to their 

deities. “When it’s difficult to make a living, people have to rely on hopes placed in 

divine spirits.”49 According to Yang and Lin50 the Kinmenese have turned to over 

255 various spiritual beings during their history. “As of 1995 there were 263 temples 

hosting 111 deities on Kinmen when the existing population was only 47, 050.”51  

To the Kinmenese unidentifiable malignant forces and demons are fused into 

the howling air stream and try to invade and jeopardize people’s life. Additionally, 

                                                 
47 Lu, ShuFei, and ShuMei Huang, eds. Taiwan's National Parks. Taipei, Taiwan: Construction and 
Planning Agency, Ministry of the Interior R.O.C. , 2003: 44 
 
48 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , ed. Classic Kinmen: 91
 
49 Chen, ShuiTsai, ed. The Long History of the Wind Lion Gods 風獅爺千秋: 34 
 
50 Yang, TianHou 楊天厚 , and LiKuan Lin 林麗寬, eds. Wind Lion Gods and the Belief in Expelling 
Evil Spirits 金門風獅爺與辟邪信仰.: 22-23 
 
51 Young, Min-Chia. "The Conceptualization of a Guardian Angel: The Wind Lion God of Kinmen.": 
172 
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according to Chinese medical traditions wind which invades your body causes aches 

and pains that move from joint to joint. Symptoms can be aggravated by wind joining 

with such forces as cold, or heat.52 In Chinese custom, people believe that every 

natural phenomenon is controlled by a mighty god or animal. The winds can not to be 

seen or touched, but they exist and bring great influence to residents of the island. 

This inherently mysterious power makes people worship the god of wind.53

The people of Kinmen have never forgotten the difficulties they have been 

through in their time on the island. This has led them to try to protect their families, 

homes and villages in any way and at any cost.54 The people of Kinmen have looked 

for protection from all these forces of nature and in addition to importing gods for this 

purpose they have created one unique totemic guardian god: the Wind Lion God of 

Kinmen. “Whether fierce and mighty or cute and mischievous; whether carved into a 

wall, perched on a rooftop or standing guard at the entrance to a village—he always 

radiates a moving warmth!”55  

 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
52 Balensi, Joseph. "The Six External Pathogens." 
2004.http://www.chinesemedicinesampler.com/theorypath.html (accessed December, 2007). 
 
53 Chen, BingRong 陳炳容 , ed. The Wind Lion Gods of Kinmen 金門風獅爺: 27 
 
54 Chen, BingRong 陳炳容 , ed. The Wind Lion Gods of Kinmen 金門風獅爺: 49 
 
� Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , ed. Classic Kinmen: 77
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Chapter 1  
World Monolithic Sculptures: 

Other statues from Kinmen, Sheela na Gigs, Moai and 
Dolhareubang and lesser forms of Wind Lion Gods 

 
 
 
 While monoliths are traditionally thought of as huge natural stones that 

measure hundreds of feet or thousands of tons in stone, a monolithic sculpture is 

simply one that is carved out of one piece of rock. These sculptures may serve a 

variety of purposes, from decoration to religious icon to godly image. 

This chapter will introduce and compare stone monoliths from around the 

world in order to place the wind lion gods in the proper global scheme of monolithic 

statues. In addition to exploring international statues, this section will start by looking 

briefly at other, rarer, monoliths found on the island of Kinmen itself. This chapter 
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focuses on introducing each of these statues. Comparisons will de drawn in chapter 

three. 

 
 

1.1 Individual Monoliths on Kinmen 
 
 

The needs of the Kinmenese being as great as they are, the people have 

borrowed or developed many gods, icons and statues to aide in their need for both 

protection from and control over the natural elements. A lot of these have been 

developed in relation to the wind, but not all of them. This section of the thesis is 

intended to briefly outline and explain some of the more common of these 

other figures.  

 The most common of these symbols is called the Shi Gan Dang (石

敢當).56 They are quite simple in form: either a free standing rock stele or 

a slab of rock in a wall with the characters Shi Gan Dang carved in it. 

Typically these are found in alleys or on corners and are for chasing away 

the bad luck that is caused by straight roads.57 Some of these are bare rock, 

while others have had the characters not only carved into them, but also 

Photo 1: 
ShiGanDang on 
Kinmen Island56

                                                 
56 Hsu, ChaoLung. "Travel in Kinmen in 20050823-25." 
2005.http://www.pbase.com/maiochiou/image/48307446 (accessed December, 2007).  
 
57Yu, Fu 魚夫. Visiting Kinmen with Yu Fu 魚夫帶你遊金門. Taipei, Taiwan: Discovery Culture 
Press, 1999: 34 
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painted red. Still others have been decorated with a stone lion face, or a painting of a 

fierce lion.58  

 The Shi Gan Dang can also be found on the sides of houses. In traditional 

villages the houses might not be set in perfect fengshui locations, this means that they 

will be prone to having bad luck, so the residents will decorate the houses with small 

things to both bring in good luck and expel bad luck. The primary goal of these 

decorations is to help the people live in peace, without worry. In order to achieve this 

goal, the Kinmenese employ many protective emblems, one of which is the Shi Gan 

Dang. Others include Feng Shui Ba Gua59 (風水八卦)  medallions on the lintels60, 

stoves on the roof, upside-down mirrors, Taoist charms, and special plants like 

cacti.61

 The Penghu (澎湖) archipelago, which is south of Kinmen and located in the 

center of the Taiwan straight, has a similar background to Kinmen. Penghu 

archipelago was a common choice for Kinmenese to flee to for temporary safety 

during times of strife on their own island. The Kinmenese took their beliefs in both 

                                                 
58 Hong, ChunLiu 洪春柳, ed. Voice of Living in Kinmen County 金門島居聲音. Taipei, Taiwan: Rice 
Field Press, 2001: 66 
 
59 A Ba Gua is one of the tools used by a fengshui master…to help determine preferred locations…for 
certain functions; such as wealth, health, fame, love and more” 
 
60 Smith, Jeffery. "What is Ba-Gua?." 1997.light.com/fengshui/bagua.html (accessed December, 2007). 
 
61 Sun, LiTong, ed. Kinmen National Park. Taipei, Taiwan: Construction and Planning Agency, 
Ministry of the Interior R.O.C., 2001: 34 
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the Wind Lion God and the ShiGanDag with them to their new home. Even though 

both beliefs spread over both sets of islands, they residents of each chose different 

ones to focus on. In Kinmen the focus is the wind lion god, whereas in Penghu the 

focus became the Shi Gan Dang, and the wind lion god was largely ignored. The 

residents of Penghu adopted the Shi Gan Dang as one of their own symbols and use it 

all over the archipelago. The people in Penghu use the Shi Gan Dang for the same 

reasons and in the same way as the Kinmenese, but the stele are much more prevalent 

in Penghu than in Kinmen (Li and Huang 1994: 86).62 Penghu was one of many stops 

for immigrants leaving Kinmen on their way to Southeast Asia for business or 

work.63

 Also found in Kinmen, especially on the northwest side of the island, are 

towers that have been built near ponds, streams and shores. They are called Shui Wei 

towers (水尾塔). These towers are believed to suppress floods and other water 

disasters.64 They are usually built either in a river or stream, or immediately next to 

them. The permanent ones have been built of stone, but it is also possible to find 

temporary ones that have been built of straw or branches. In traditional Chinese 

                                                 
62 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , and KuoTai Huang 黄國泰, eds. Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen 金門
風獅爺調查研究. JinCheng, Taiwan: Cultural Affairs Bureau of Kinmen County, 1994: 86 
 
63 Xiao, FuYuan 蕭富元 , ed. Taiwan in One Hundred Years 風雲台灣一百年 . Taipei, Taiwan: 
CommonWealth Magazine, 2000: 8 
 
64 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , and KuoTai Huang 黄國泰, eds. Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen 金
門風獅爺調查研究: 94 
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thinking water means wealth, so the Shui Wei towers are also symbols of gathering 

wealth and fortune. 65  The final duty of the Shui Wei tower is to deepen the 

connection between home and immigrants who have left their homes to travel 

overseas. Standing on the edge of water, they are eternal guides for the travelers to 

help them find their way home again. This guiding light function is also what helps 

good luck find its way to Kinmen Island and the residents in villages near the Shui 

Wei towers.66

These two stone formations are the more common ones, but by no means are 

they the only ones. Here and there around the island are small squares of stone, on 

which have been carved the figures of gods. Of these, the most famous is called the 

GuanYin Stone (觀音石) in Cheng Gong (成功). These small carvings are also 

intended to stop the winds, but their area of influence is usually localized to their 

immediate area.67  

There are also four large stone generals near the 

Kinmen seashore. Residents worship them for their 

powerful leadership. They are set near the shore 

                                                 
65 Chen, BingRong 陳炳容 , ed. The Wind Lion Gods of Kinmen 金門風獅爺. JinCheng, Taiwan: 
Kinmen County Government, 1996: 134 
 
66 Chen, BingRong 陳炳容 , ed. The Wind Lion Gods of Kinmen 金門風獅爺: 35 
 
67 Li, ZhuFeng 李
獅爺調查

炷烽 , and KuoTai Huang 黄國泰, eds. Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen 金門
風 研究: 90-91 
 

Photo 2: Stone 
General in Gao 

Keng68 

Photo 3: GuanYin Stone 
from ChengGong village
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because it is their duty to protect villagers who make their living at sea. These 

Generals are found in the villages of Yu Cun (漁村), Gao Keng (高坑), Lu Cuo (吕厝) 

and Xia Hu (下湖).68

There are also a few statues of what is called the wind chicken. It is a specialty 

of Lie Yu (烈嶼) where it is paired with a wind general. The wind general is 

supposed to stop wind disasters while the chicken has the task of eliminating termites. 

This wind general wears black and carries a whip, while the wind chicken has been 

painted white. The chicken symbolizes sunrise and the hope and light that comes with 

it. As such, it has also become a symbol of hope for the residents of this village.69  

 An Qi (安岐) has a very unique stone pillar at the end of the village. A white 

chicken holding an arrow in its beak has been painted on this stele. The arrow 

signifies a straight road and the bad luck that straight roads bring. The chicken 

holding this arrow in its mouth implies that the chicken will get rid of bad luck and 

thereby bring good luck to the village.70

                                                 
68 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , and KuoTai Huang 黄國泰, eds. Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen 金門
風獅爺調查研究: 92-93 
69 Chen, BingRong 陳炳容 , ed. The Wind Lion Gods of Kinmen 金門風獅爺: 138-139 
 
70 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , and KuoTai Huang 黄國泰, eds. Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen 金門
風獅爺調查研究: 99 
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Photo 4: White Chicken statue from DongKeng (東坑)69

1.2 Lesser Forms of Wind Lion Gods 
 

 

There are three different classifications for representations of the wind lion 

god: (1) the large public village god, (2) the small private rooftop god, and (3) the ‘in 

the wall’ god. The purpose of this paper is to explore the large public wind lion gods, 

but here it shall briefly address the other two forms.  

 

1.2.1 Rooftop Statues 
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Photo 5: Three rooftop wind lion god 
statues71  

 

The rooftop, or ridge, god72 is the smallest of all three forms. It is usually 

found crouched on all fours with a long tail up in the air. It usually sits astride the 

apex of the roof. Alone the rooftop wind lion god still holds all the powers of the 

larger village one, but its powers are localized to the household it is in charge of. 

People started using this god because:  

they were in the habit of carving their hopes and concerns into 
their gable walls, and incorporating them into the beams and 
columns of their houses. Through auspicious symbolism, all 
kinds of depictions of objects and activities became eternal 

                                                 
71 Yang, TianHou 楊天厚 , and LiKuan Lin 林麗寬, eds. Wind Lion Gods and the Belief in Expelling 
Evil Spirits 金門風獅爺與辟邪信仰. Taipei, Taiwan: Rice Field Press, 2000: 108 
 
72 The rooftop wind lion gods are very similar in size, style and function to house gods found in rural 
parts of Tainan County in southern Taiwan. However, these towns only have the rooftop wind lion 
gods; they do not have the other two forms. 
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prayers for wealth, honor and learning, good fortune and 
protection from evil, and family togetherness and harmony.73

 

The rooftop wind lion god statues have a completely different form from the 

regular village statues and also from the “in the wall” statues. It is actually very cat-

like in appearance. Another significant difference is that this form is often represented 

with a human form on its back. This is a representation of a military general whose 

job is also to protect the house from evil spirits. This general is able to call in 

additional military forces to assist in this endeavor. Frequently these rooftop statues 

are found in pairs, they are rarely solitary statues. In a large percentage of the 

situations where there is only one statue now, originally there were more and the 

others have gotten destroyed in various ways and have not been replaced.74 In 1994 

there were only 4 sets of 3 statues, these threesomes were found in Hu Xia (湖下), An 

Qi (安岐), Hou Sha (后沙), and Dong Sha (東沙) villages.75

The custom of using these rooftop wind lion gods with their associated 

generals can be traced back to the Qing dynasty. It was believed that they would 

protect the inhabitants of the house from the bad luck inherent in sharp corners and 

                                                 
73 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , ed. Classic Kinmen. JinCheng, Taiwan: Kinmen County Government, 2003: 
85 
 
74 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , and KuoTai Huang 黄國泰, eds. Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen 金門
風獅爺調查研究: 26 
 
75 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , and KuoTai Huang 黄國泰, eds. Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen 金門
風獅爺調查研究: 78 
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angles found in the house. On the roof they were also able to block bad luck brought 

by nearby buildings and tombs.76  Since, in traditional Chinese houses, there is a 

grand hall in the middle of the front of the building, the wind lion god is usually 

placed on the roof above this room as it is the most important room in the house 

because it is here that the ancestors are worshiped and also where a large part of 

family life takes place.77

 

 

The specific general depicted with this statue is debated, and may be one of 

three: Chi You (蚩尤), Shen Gong-Bao (申公豹), and Huang Fei-Hu (黃飛虎).78 Chi 

You was the brother of the ancestor of the world. He was a cruel bully with an 

extremely fierce image that frightened many people. After he was defeated, people 

used his  

                                                 
76 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , and KuoTai Huang 黄國泰, eds. Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen 金門
風獅爺調查研究: 27 
 
77 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , and KuoTai Huang 黄國泰, eds. Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen 金門
風獅爺調查研究: 74 
 
78 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , and KuoTai Huang 黄國泰, eds. Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen 金門
風獅爺調查研究: 28 
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image to combat other threats that appeared. Shen 

Gong-Bao was brilliant at fighting and military tactics. He was 

both frightening and invincible at the same time. People use his 

image for its fierce battle skills. Finally, Huang Fei-Hu is the 

image most likely used. He was a great general with 

unquestionable loyalty. He fought valiantly in battle until the 

very last second of his life.79 Most people interchangeably use 

these three generals in their representations of the general with 

the rooftop wind lion god. The wind lion god is brave and 

extremely fierce, so the greatest general of all is the only one 

that can be matched with them. Since these three men were some of the greatest 

generals in China’s history, it is up to the preference of the individual owner which 

one they choose.80

 

Photo 6: Rooftop wind lion 
god with associated general 

astride it, fists up for battle.80 

While it is quite common to find other lucky amulets near the rooftop gods 

(like the Ba Gua medallion or a mirror) it is forbidden to place a rooftop statue in 

                                                 
79 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , and KuoTai Huang 黄國泰, eds. Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen 金門
風獅爺調查研究: 29 
 
80 Chen, BingRong 陳炳容 , ed. The Wind Lion Gods of Kinmen 金門風獅爺: 29 
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such a way that it faces a neighbor’s house. This is forbidden because it would 

inherently bring bad luck upon that neighboring house, and that is unacceptable.81    

Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen states that in 1994 five of these 

rooftop statues were made of stone, two were made of mud, and ninety-three were 

made of pottery.82 All of the pottery statues are hand-made, so while their form is the 

same; their individual details differ from statue to statue. The most common features 

are that the general should be in a fighting stance – usually with fists raised, and the 

lion should be posed in a wide-mouthed roar.  Prior to the building of Kinmen’s one 

pottery factory all the rooftop wind lion god statues were imported from China.83  

There are no specific rituals or ceremonies for the rooftop lions, but 

nonetheless they have been given at least 5 important duties. These statues are always 

oriented directly into the wind so that they can stop heavy winds; end or prevent 

disasters; increase the safety of the house; prevent termites; and eliminate bad luck 

brought by nearby buildings. In essence, these statues are designed to bring peace of 

mind to the residents of the house.84 All of these duties evolved out of the original 

                                                 
81 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , and KuoTai Huang 黄國泰, eds. Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen 金門
風獅爺調查研究: 76 
 
82 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , and KuoTai Huang 黄國泰, eds. Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen 金門
風獅爺調查研究: 70 
 
83 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , and KuoTai Huang 黄國泰, eds. Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen 金門
風獅爺調查研究: 72 
 
84 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , and KuoTai Huang 黄國泰, eds. Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen 金門
風獅爺調查研究: 80 
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purpose of simply protecting the house from the wind due to the needs of the villagers 

in their daily lives.  

The rooftop wind lion gods are unique but they are disappearing due to both 

natural damage and the thieves. Other than on Kinmen Island, rooftop lions can also 

be found in Tainan (台南) County85, but there are much rarer in Tainan than there are 

in Kinmen. This scarcity makes rooftop statues valuable.86  

Kinmen was the very first developed area of Taiwan, followed by the Penghu 

Islands and then Tainan City. By following the belief of the Wind Lion Gods and the 

Shi Gan Dang one can clearly see the interactions between the three areas. The belief 

of Wind Lion Gods partly demonstrates the history of immigrants from mainland 

China to Taiwan. 87  From Kinmen many residents have immigrated further into 

Southeast Asia for work or business. In 1915 the population of Kinmen was about 

80,000, but by 1929 it had declined by almost 40% to less than 50,000 people.88 

Many of these people were never able to return home due to the war that happened 

                                                 
85 It is thought that the rooftop statues in Tainan, which in form are very similar to those in Kinmen, 
actually came with immigrants and travelers from Kinmen, but I can’t prove or disprove this 
hypothesis within the bounds of this paper. 
 
86 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , and KuoTai Huang 黄國泰, eds. Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen 金門
風獅爺調查研究: 79 
 
87 Chen, BingRong 陳炳容 , ed. The Wind Lion Gods of Kinmen 金門風獅爺: 123 
 
88 Xiao, FuYuan 蕭富元 , ed. Taiwan in One Hundred Years 風雲台灣一百年 . Taipei, Taiwan: 
CommonWealth Magazine, 2000: 8 
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from the 1940’s to the 1970’s. Where the Kinmenese went, they took their beliefs 

with them. 

 
1.2.2 In the Wall Statues

 

Photo 7: An example of an ‘in the 
wall’ Wind Lion God Statue89

 

The ‘in the wall’ statue is also very rare in Kinmen. There are fewer than ten 

mentioned in the literature consulted. While on the island I could only find one statue, 

and have been able to find picture documentation of only a few more. There doesn’t 

seem to be any official tally of these, so it is not possible to give an accurate count at 

this time. Going hand-in-hand with this, there is virtually no specific information on 

this form of statue.  
                                                 
89 Yang, TianHou 楊天厚 , and LiKuan Lin 林麗寬, eds. Wind Lion Gods and the Belief in Expelling 
Evil Spirits 金門風獅爺與辟邪信仰: 45 
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These statutes all seem to be extremely old and most are very badly eroded. 

Judging from their three-dimensional shape, they are most likely old wind village 

wind lion god statues that were replaced. Since they were no longer needed as a 

village god, they were transformed into ‘in the wall’ gods by working them into the 

masonry of a building. They definitely were not carved of the 

same stone that the buildings were made of, and in most cases 

are much more worn than their surrounding stones, indicating a 

greater age than the wall in which they are placed.90

They are all found installed in a wall of a house that 

suffers the misfortune of having a lane or alley end as if 

running into the wall. The duty of this god, therefore, is to 

protect the occupants of the house from any evil or harmful 

sprits that might come up this alley aimed at their house.91 This is also the only 

representation of the Wind Lion God tha

Photo 8: In the Wall statue on 
Little Kinmen Island90 

t is found on the island of Little Kinmen 

where it is reported that there are three.92  

                                                 
90 Yang, TianHou 楊天厚 , and LiKuan Lin 林麗寬, eds. Wind Lion Gods and the Belief in Expelling 
Evil Spirits 金門風獅爺與辟邪信仰: 98 
 
91 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , ed. Classic Kinmen: 75 
 
92 Yang, TianHou 楊天厚 , and LiKuan Lin 林麗寬, eds. The Wind Lion Gods of Kinmen 金門風獅爺. 
Taipei, Taiwan: Rice Field Press, 2000: 36 
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The ‘in the wall’ statues hold almost all of the same responsibilities as the 

large free-standing village statues, the main difference being their focus on wind and 

evil spirits coming up an alley at a building instead of the general spirits being 

brought in the direction of the village by the wind at large.93

In the Chinese traditions, there are many situations that cause bad luck. For 

example: when the front door of your house is facing a straight road, another door, a 

wall corner, or a pillar, it is believed to bring evil or bad luck to your family, and 

people try hard to avoid this possibility. 94  If it is unavoidable, then these are 

situations when people might install an ‘in the wall’ statue.  

 
 
 
 
 

1.3 Sheela Na Gigs 
 

                                                 
93 Li, ZhuFeng 李炷烽 , and KuoTai Huang 黄國泰, eds. Research of Wind Lion Gods in Kinmen 金門
風獅爺調查研究: 89 
 
94 Chen, BingRong 陳炳容 , ed. The Wind Lion Gods of Kinmen 金門風獅: 112
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Photo 9: Sheela Na Gig from Ballyportry, Ireland95  

 

"Sheela-na-Gigs are stone carvings of naked females posed in a manner which 

displays and emphasizes the genitalia. They were first brought to scientific attention 

in the 1840s by antiquarians. 96  “Identified by hagiocentric features and gestures 

emphasizing the vulva, Sheela Na Gigs are considered religious icons and are most 

often found on medieval church property.”97

                                                 
95 Cannon, Gabriel. "Ireland's Sheela na Gigs." 2004.http://www.irelands-sheelanagigs.org/ (accessed 
September, 2008). 
 
96 Brown, Larissa. "What are Sheela na Gigs?." 
2008.http://www.geocities.com/Wellesley/1752/sheela.html (accessed September, 2008). 
 
97 Schubert, Jill. "Sheela na Gigs of Ireland and England." 2006.http://jlschubert.tripod.com/ (accessed 
September, 2008). 
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They are found on walls, abbeys, convents, churches, pillars and other 

structures in Ireland, England, Scotland and Wales, as well as in other parts of Europe. 

They come in many different shapes and sizes, but all share the same characteristic of 

prominent- and often enlarged- female genitals, usually held open by the figure's 

hands. Most date from the middle ages. Unfortunately, no literature survives from 

medieval times to give us clues as to why these explicit figures were carved and why 

they were placed so often on religious edifices.98  They are most frequently solitary 

statues, only a few towns have more than one. Over a hundred are in Ireland, of 

which 12 have disappeared and a further dozen do not display genitals. There is less 

than half that total in Britain and even fewer in France, Spain, Norway and other 

countries on the continent.99 A list of countries that have of had verifiable sheela 

statues can be found on Wikipeidia.100  As of November 2008 it listed:  Ireland, 

France, Spain, England, Wales, Scotland, Norway, Switzerland, Czech Republic and 

Slovak Republic.  

The name "sheela-na-gig" was most likely derived from the Irish language. 

The two most common translations are "Sile na gCioch" ("sheela of the breasts") or 

                                                 
98 McLoughlin, Tarra. "Sheela na Gig Theories." 
2000.http://www.members.tripod.com/~taramc/myths.html (accessed September, 2008). 
 
99 Weir, Michael. "From Sermons in Stone to the Petrified Hag." 2008.http://www.beyond-the-
pale.org.uk/sheela1.htm (accessed September, 2008). 
 
100 Wikipedia. “Sheela na Gig.” 2008. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sheela_Na_Gig. (accessed 
November, 2008). 
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"Sile-ina-Giob" ("sheela on her hunkers"). 101  The name ‘sheela-na-gig’ was first 

published in the Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy 1840-44 as a local name for 

an exhibitionist carving which was once attached to the gable wall of a church. Other 

recorded names include the Devil Stone, the Idol, the Evil Eye Stone, Julia the Giddy, 

Shiela O’Dwyer, Cathleen Owen, St. Shanahan, Whore, the Witch, and the Hag of the 

Castle."102

There is evidence that in the past some of the sheelas were made from wood, 

but only the stone ones have survived as there are documents with orders to destroy 

the wooden ones issued by the Catholic Church about 1670. The stones that the 

sheelas are carved on are (with few exceptions) rectangular stone blocks from 40 to 

60 centimeters tall and about half that wide. “Though some Sheelas are carved in high 

or low relief, and some in false relief, a few are created by incised lines. Some are 

roughly crafted while others are meticulously carved pieces.”103

In the 1600’s there was a large church-led movement to destroy the sheelas, or 

at least to disfigure the more graphic portions of them. There are many statues that 

exist today that cannot be defined as sheela statues due to ambiguity resulting from 

past defacement. At first priests were just ordered to hide them, however since this 

                                                 
101 McLoughlin, Tarra. "Sheela na Gig Theories." 
 
102 Brown, Larissa. "What are Sheela na Gigs?."  
 
103 Schubert, Jill. "Sheela na Gigs of Ireland and England." 
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proved difficult for many of these statues (often located in high, difficult to access but 

easily visibly places) this soon became unofficial vandalism.104

Jill Schubert105 clearly explains that each sheela is unique, no two are the 

same, but they all have some of the same defining features. The common 

characteristics106 of these statues are: broad shoulders; bulging eyes; prominent ribs; 

striations on the face; an over-sized head; baldness; ears at right angles to the head; a 

gaping mouth; grimacing teeth; and small withered breasts. When you try and pin 

down the characteristics of a sheela then you find that there is always an exception to 

any rules you come up with.107

                                                 
104 Schubert, Jill. "Sheela na Gigs of Ireland and England." 
 
105 Schubert, Jill. "Sheela na Gigs of Ireland and England." 
 
106 While all the true sheelas have a large and obvious vaginal opening, the rest of the features vary in 
combination from statue to statue 
 
107 Harding, John. "Sheela na Gig Project." 2008.http://www.sheelanagig.org/ (accessed September, 
2008). 
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Photo 10: Sheela Na Gig in Dunnaman, Ireland108

 
The pose of the Sheela Na Gig is not limited; there are squatting, 
standing, and reclining Sheelas. The majority have both arms reaching 
towards the pudendum (vulval area). However, they vary as to whether 
their arms pass in front of or behind the legs, whether the hands 
actually touch the vulva, and whether one arm perhaps gestures 
elsewhere (such as towards an ear). There are a few examples of the 
Sheela whose both arms are raised; in some of these cases she weilds a 
round object (such as a chakram), in others a sword-like object. In all 
cases, however, the legs are spread to some degree to expose the 
pudendum, though whether the heels touch or not is arbitrary.109

 
The sheela statues are typically divided into two types, based on location. As 

many of them have been moved form their original locations over the centuries these 

two classifications are: 1) statues located on their primary sites as indicated by their 

being situated within and logical part of the surrounding architectural motif; and 2) 

statues in a secondary location as indicted by different stone types, incongruousness 

                                                 
108 Cannon, Gabriel. "Ireland's Sheela na Gigs." 
109 Schubert, Jill. "Sheela na Gigs of Ireland and England." 
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with surrounding architecture, and folklore indicating an earlier different location. 

Rough origination dates can often be figured out for the first type of statues, but not 

for those that have been moved out of their original context. A survey of the locations 

that can be dates the sheela statutes to a span of several hundred years, from the 

thirteenth to the seventeenth centuries.110

In Ireland these statues are found in the widest variety of places including but 

not limited to: church and monastic ruins, castle keystones, window lintels, round 

towers, town walls, gateways and pillars. This contrasts markedly with the statues in 

England which are almost without exception found on the property of a church or 

abbey. In France and Spain (which each only have very few statues) the surviving 

statues are nearly all found in situ in the Normanesque architecture of a church.111

Interpretations of the Sheela Na Gig figures generally fall into four main 

categories: fertility icons; holdover Celtic religious imagery; warnings against sins of 

the flesh, death and rebirth; and protection from evil. 

There is folklore associated with a number of figures in Ireland which do 

seem to have fertility associations with them. How old these traditions are is hard to 

tell but nevertheless sheelas are rubbed by women today wanting to conceive. In one 

case the sheela was said to be used to ease birth.  However the Sheela na gig is 

associated with fertility in the modern mind. A modern reproduction of a sheela na 

                                                 
110 Schubert, Jill. "Sheela na Gigs of Ireland and England." 
111 Harding, John. "Sheela na Gig Project." 
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gig was recently credited with fertility giving powers in an Irish newspaper. If we are 

unsure of the original meaning of these figures then we can be at least sure they are 

serving a fertility function today.112

 

 
Photo 11: Sheela Na Gig in Ballylarkin, Ireland113

 

Most serious scholars immediately discredit the fertility theory on the 

following grounds, as explained by Tara Mcloughlin114, “Most fertility figures around 

the world conform to the "Willendorf115 model" with young, ample bodies, nurturing 

faces, and full breasts. It is difficult to believe that these figures of crones, with their 
                                                 
112 Harding, John. "Sheela na Gig Project." 
113 Cannon, Gabriel. "Ireland's Sheela na Gigs." 
 
114 McLoughlin, Tarra. "Sheela na Gig Theories." 
 
115 This is in reference to the amply-padded and large-breasted Venus of Willendorf statue. 
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fearsome, haglike appearance, and scrawny (or nonexistent) breasts were meant to 

represent procreative forces.” Schubert 116  also dismisses this theory of fertility, 

explaining instead that “the attempt to locate the Sheela within the category of the 

Goddess figures of fertility and reproduction (such as those with rounded bellies and 

enlarged breasts), simply fails due to physical evidence alone. Among the folklore 

surrounding the Sheela, the theme of fertility seems to be a recent addition.”  

The carvings may have been intended as a warning against lust, one of the 

Seven Deadly Sins. This interpretation was favored by many 19th Century writers, 

who considered the pose to be shameless and the women to be skinny old hags. One 

argument against this theory is the presence of these carvings on a number of Irish 

castles, as opposed to the churches where the ascetic monastic ideas held sway.117

The theory puts forward the idea that the figures were carved as warnings 

against the sin of lust for a populace which was generally illiterate. It places the 

figures firmly in the medieval era (11th - 12th centuries or the Romanesque era in art 

terms) and ascribes a continental origin for the figures stating that the motif came up 

from Spain and France along the pilgrim routes. This theory has by far and away the 

most evidence to back it up. Sheela figures generally are found on Romanesque 

churches with some notable but younger exceptions in Ireland. Exhibitionist figures 

                                                 
116 Schubert, Jill. "Sheela na Gigs of Ireland and England." 
117 BBC, "Sheela na Gigs." 2003.http://www.bbc.co.uk/dna/h2g2/A1161172 (accessed September, 
2008) 
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of both sexes can be found on churches in Spain, France, Britain and Ireland and 

many other countries. In addition to this, the theory that carvings were used as a 

method of instruction is based on fact. On at least one church in Europe a 

Romanesque scene depicting hell is accompanied by an inscription the gist of which 

is “Let this be a warning to you.”118

Sheelas which reside on secular buildings do not fit easily into this theory. 

Many sheelas in Ireland are high up on towers and some are even "hidden" to some 

extent. These anomalies however can be explained to some degree by the portable 

nature of the carvings and the constant renewal of buildings over the ages and the 

resulting re-use of sculpture around the building. While this theory does seem 

reasonable it does not successfully explain all the figures.119

One very sound argument against this theory is that often the stones are 

incongruously placed in the churches. They don’t match the surrounding rock or 

architecture well and thus quite likely existed before the church in another place and 

possible even for another use. It is worth noting that in recent years, many modern 

women in Ireland and around the world have adopted sheela-na-gigs as a symbol of 

feminism and female power. Despite the fact that the figures may have been created 

                                                 
118 Harding, John. "Sheela na Gig Project." 
119 Harding, John. "Sheela na Gig Project." 
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under the tyranny of medieval misogynistic Catholicism, modern women have 

reclaimed the figure as a symbol of strength and independence.120

The most popular and widely held belief about the origin of 

sheelas is that they are meant to represent a survival of pagan, usually 

Celtic beliefs which have been incorporated into the newer Christian 

church. There are a number of explanations given for how these figures 

came to be there: disobedient artists/sculptors paying lip service to the 

old gods; local populations insisting that their old goddess is included 

into the new church; or the inclusion of a pagan idol from an older 

temple. The pagan origin for the figures is the one most often referred to in church 

literature. “Given the widely held nature of this belief there is surprisingly little 

evidence to support it. It seems mainly to stem from the modern view that "How 

could anything this vulgar be Christian". This is probably a hangover from the uber-

puritanical values of the Victorian era.”121  

Photo 12: Sheela na Gig 
from Killua, now in the 

British Museum123 

Another theory holds that sheela-na-gig images were erected to provide 

protection from malevolent forces, such as the evil eye.122 The obscure locations of 

some of the carvings, high up on church or castle walls, appeared to support this 

                                                 
120 McLoughlin, Tarra. "Sheela na Gig Theories." 
 
121 Harding, John. "Sheela na Gig Project." 
 
122 McLoughlin, Tarra. "Sheela na Gig Theories." 
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theory.123 It holds that sheelas were placed above windows and doors to prevent the 

devil/evil from entering. There is an old Irish custom where a woman of a ‘certain 

class’ would expose herself to a man to ensure good luck for him by driving away any 

bad luck that was following him. There is also a tradition that the devil cannot stand 

the sight of a woman's sex. Both of these customs lend weight to the protective or 

apotropaic124 function for sheelas. There are a number of examples which seem to 

confirm this view. For example: the small sheela of Oxford lay out of sight high on a 

tower which made up part of the North gate into the city. Not readily visible from the 

ground it nevertheless could have acted as an invisible talisman against evil entering 

the city. Again while the protective theory does seem to have some merit it does not 

explain all the figures.125

There are a few who would say that the Sheela Na Gig is the path to the 

mystery of life as she invites one to re-enter the birth canal into a knowing of death. 

And, that by eliminating the fear of death, one is released from the lower 

consciousness drives. Thus, the Sheela Na Gig is an iconistic representation of higher 

consciousness, wholly accessible through the contemplation of her nature; the Sheela 

                                                 
123 Cannon, Gabriel. "Ireland's Sheela na Gigs." 
 
124 Apotropaic magic is a ritual observance that is intended to turn away evil. It can be as elaborate as 
the use of magical ceremonies or spells, or as simple as the vaguely superstitious carrying or wearing 
of a "good luck" token or "charm" (perhaps on a charm bracelet), crossing one's fingers or knocking on 
wood.  
 
125 Harding, John. "Sheela na Gig Project." 
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Na Gig can be understood as a source for conscious regeneration through death and 

rebirth.126 Cannon postulates that sheelas are commonly found on the south wall of 

their locations because this is the, “best location for rebirth in the Northern 

Hemisphere as it gives the longest period of sunlight to fall on the welcoming and 

open vulva.”127 He claims that, like many other cultures that used the daily return of 

the sun as a metaphor for the renewal of life, the Irish Sheela Na Gig’s power was ‘re-

seeded’ daily by the sun, and according to a survey undertaken by him, more than 

twice as many sheelas face south as face all other directions combined.128

Tara McLoughlin129 summarizes the problems with all the theories behind 

sheelas by saying “It is very difficult to lump all the different sheelas, often erected 

centuries apart, in nearly a dozen different countries, on many different types of 

structures, into one simple interpretation. It is certain that they will provide 

inspiration for art and arguments for centuries to come!” 

                                                 
126 Schubert, Jill. "Sheela na Gigs of Ireland and England." 
 
127 Cannon, Gabriel. "Ireland's Sheela na Gigs." 
 
128 Cannon, Gabriel. "Ireland's Sheela na Gigs." 
129 McLoughlin, Tarra. "Sheela na Gig Theories." 
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Photo 13: Sheela na Gig originally from Lixnaw, Ireland,  

now in the National Museum in Dublin, Ireland 130

 
A lot of the towns and villages that have Sheela statues are very proud of them 

and now tend them lovingly. Occasionally they will replicate a statue and, putting the 

replication in its place, move the original statue into a museum to protect it from 

erosion and other damage. These statues are not 100% safe even today, occasionally 

they are still damaged or stolen, despite growing awareness of their uniqueness and 

importance. Joe Kenny131 of the Fethard Historical Society recounts the 1990 theft of 

a statue that is still missing:  

                                                 
130 Cannon, Gabriel. "Ireland's Sheela na Gigs." 
131 Kenny, Joe. "The Fethard Connection." 2008.http://fethard.com/histor/sheela.html (accessed 
September, 2008). 
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The theft of the Kiltinan Sheela na gig on the 9th January 1990, 
aroused an international interest. Firstly, because the figure was 
regarded as unique and very valuable, and secondly because the 
carving depicted a shockingly crude, naked female with splayed legs 
and fingers holding open a gaping vulva. Two odd breasts, one with 
two nipples, a triangular Celtic head and a pipe-stem neck added even 
further intrigue to this mysterious figure. On that Tuesday, in January 
1990, the best example of the local 'Sheelas' was stolen from Kiltinan 
Church and is still missing today. We have never given up hope that, 
some day, 'Sheela' will return home to her native Fethard. 

 
From this passage one can see that the statues have come to hold a special place in the 

hearts of the residents, despite their ambiguous origins. 
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1.4 Moai Statues 
 

 
Map 4: Easter Island showing the locations of the Maoi Statues132

 
It is now recognized that the original inhabitants of Easter Island are of 

Polynesian stock (DNA extracts from skeletons have confirmed this) arriving as early 

as 318 AD, most probably from the Marquesas or Society islands. It is estimated that 

the original colonists, who may have been lost at sea, arrived in only a few canoes 

and numbered fewer than 100. At the time of their arrival, much of the island was 

forested, teeming with land birds, and was perhaps the most productive breeding site 

                                                 
132 Crystal, Ellie. "Easter Island - Rapa Nui." 2007.http://www.crystalinks.com/easterisland.html 
(accessed November 2008). 
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for seabirds in the Polynesia region. Because of the plentiful bird, fish and plant food 

sources, the human population grew and gave rise to a rich religious and artistic 

culture.133  

That culture's most famous features are its enormous stone statues called moai, 

at least 288 of which once stood upon massive stone platforms called ahu. There are 

about 250 of these ahu platforms spaced approximately one half mile apart and 

creating an almost unbroken line around the perimeter of the island.134 It is unclear 

why the Easter Islanders turned to statue construction on such a massive scale. For 

decades the competition to build the biggest and best moai went on, and different ahu 

- each belonging to a different clan - formed an almost unbroken line along the coast 

of Easter Island. Their obsession with it ultimately brought about their downfall as 

they depleted more and more of the forests for use in the process of moving the giant 

moai.135

                                                 
133 Grey, Mratin. "Easter Island." 2005.http://www.sacredsites.com/americas/chile/easter_island. 
(accessed December, 2008). 
 
134 Grey, Mratin. "Easter Island." 
 
135 Wassman, Cliff. Easter Island Story - MysteriousPlaces.com  
http://mysteriousplaces.com © 1995-2005 All Rights Reserved. (accessed November, 2008). 
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Photo 14: Re-erected moai on an Ahu, one with a pakau136

 

The Moai - (pronounced moe-eye) are monolithic statues carved of 

compressed volcanic ash on Rapa Nui (Easter Island). About 95% of the 887 moai 

known to date were carved out of compressed volcanic ash at Rano Raraku, where 

394 moai still remain visible today. The quarries in Rano Raraku seem to have been 

                                                 
136 Lamy, Matt. "The Moai Statues." 2008. http://www.phenomenica.com/2008/10/moai-statues.html 
(accessed November, 2008). 
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abandoned abruptly, with many incomplete statues still in situ.137 All but 53 of the 

887 moai known to date were carved from tuff138. To smooth out the statue after 

carving they would rub the statue with pumice from Rano Raraku, where 394 moai 

and incomplete moai are still visible today. There are also 13 moai carved from basalt, 

22 from trachyte and 17 from fragile red scoria.139

In addition to the almost 300 statues that were erected, another 600 moai 

statues, in various stages of completion, are scattered around the island, either in 

quarries or along ancient roads between the quarries and the coastal areas where the 

statues were most often erected.140 The statues would have been extremely expensive 

to craft; not only would the actual carving of each statue require effort and resources, 

but the finished product then had to be hauled to its final location and erected.141

By the mid-1800s, all the moai outside of Rano Raraku and many within the 

quarry itself had been knocked over. All of the moai were toppled in tribal wars about 

250 years ago. Many have recently been rebuilt - starting in the 1950's. Today, about 

50 statues have been re-erected on their ceremonial sites.142

                                                 
137 Crystal, Ellie. "Easter Island - Rapa Nui."  
 
138 A form of compressed volcanic ash 
 
139 Wikipedia. “Moai.” 2008. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moai. (accessed November, 2008). 
 
140 Grey, Mratin. "Easter Island." 
 
141 Crystal, Ellie. "Easter Island - Rapa Nui. 
" 
142 Crystal, Ellie. "Easter Island - Rapa Nui." 
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The Moai were excavated for the first time by Thor Heyerdahl in the 1950's 

and were first photographed at that time.143 Though moai are whole body statues, 

they are often described simply as "heads". This is partly because of the 

disproportionate size of most moai heads, and partly because from 

the invention of photography until the 1950s the only moai standing 

on the island were the statues on the slopes of Rano Raraku, many of 

which are buried to their shoulders. Some of the "heads" at Rano 

Raraku have been excavated and their bodies seen, and observed to 

have markings that had been protected from erosion by their 

burial.144

In 1979 Sergio Rapu Haoa and a team of archaeologists 

discovered that the hemispherical or deep elliptical eye sockets were 

designed to hold coral eyes with either black obsidian or red scoria 

pupils. The discovery was made by collecting and reassembling 

broken fragments of white coral that were found at the various sites.145  

Photo 15: A close-up of the moai 
at Ahu Tahai with restored coral 

eyes and pakau145

The statues are massive. The tallest moai on the island exceed 30 feet. Moai in 

the range of 12 to 20 feet are common. Even the occasional tiny moai are at least 6 

                                                                                                                                           
 
143 Crystal, Ellie. "Easter Island - Rapa Nui." 
 
144 Lamy, Matt. "The Moai Statues." 
 
145 Wikipedia. “Moai.” 
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feet high.146  The average statue is 14 feet, 6 inches tall and weighs 14 tons. Some 

moai were as large as 33 feet and weighed more than 80 tons -one statue only 

partially quarried from the bedrock was 65 feet long and would have weighed an 

estimated 270 tons.147 The tallest moai erected, called Paro, was 33 feet high and 

weighed 75 tons; the heaviest erected was a shorter but squatter moai at Ahu 

Tongariki, weighing 86 tons. Almost all moai have overly large heads three-fifths the 

size of their bodies.148

Georgia Lee149, an archeologist who did her doctoral studies on Easter Island 

in 1995 provides set of images that provide scale for the statues. These are based on 

an “average” 6-foot man and are labeled by the ahu or location of the statue depicted:  

      
      Moai Tutui               Moai Ko Te Riku  Moai Ahu Tongariki 
 

                                                 
146 Crystal, Ellie. "Easter Island - Rapa Nui." 
 
147 Grey, Mratin. "Easter Island." 
 
148 Lamy, Matt. "The Moai Statues." 
 
149 Lee, Georgia. "Stone Statue: The Moai of Easter Island - Rapa Nui." 
1995.http://www.bradshawfoundation.com/easter/statue-scale.php (accessed November, 2008). 
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      Moai  Paro   Maoi Rano Raraku 

 
Less than one-fifth of the statues that were moved to ceremonial sites and 

erected had red stone cylinders, called ‘pukau,’ placed on their heads. These 

‘topknots,’ as they are often called, were carved in a single quarry known as Puna 

Pau.150  The meaning and purpose of these capstones is not known, but archaeologists 

have suggested that the moai thus marked were of pan-island ritual significance or 

perhaps sacred to a particular clan.151

The moai were carved by a distinguished class of professional carvers who 

were comparable in status to high-ranking members of other Polynesian craft 

guilds.152 The moai carvers were master craftsmen that had rose through the ranks of 

a “carver's guild.” The production of the statues was most likely through conscripted 

labor with many rituals and ceremonies performed throughout the process.153 The 

                                                 
150 Crystal, Ellie. "Easter Island - Rapa Nui." 
 
151 Grey, Mratin. "Easter Island." 
 
152 Crystal, Ellie. "Easter Island - Rapa Nui." 
 
153 Wassman, Cliff. “Easter Island Story – MysteriousPlaces.com” 
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oral histories show that the Rano Raraku quarry was subdivided into different 

territories for each clan.154

The stone carvers were ingenious in making the most out of sections of rock. 

Moai can be seen carved in all directions in the cliff face. If a defect would appear in 

the rock the statue would be abandoned and they moved on to another area. They took 

advantage of fissures in the volcanic walls and also variations in colors. The soft 

volcanic tuff of Rano Raraku was perfect material for statue carving. Using harder 

volcanic rock implements they were able to first sketch out the moai's outline in the 

rock wall and then systematically chip away at it until the moai was held in place by a 

thin “keel.” Finally when a statue was finished, it was broken off its keel and slid 

carefully down the slope using ropes tied to giant palm trunks which were sunk in 

specially prepared holes in the rim of the crater. At the base of the crater they were 

raised up and final decorations were carved into the torso and back. Coral and 

obsidian eyes were placed in as a final touch, although some suggest these were only 

placed in the statues on special occasions. One of the mysteries of the Rapa Nui is 

why the Easter Islanders chose the stylized design of the angular face and long 

phallus shaped bodies.155

                                                                                                                                           
 
154 Wikipedia. “Moai.” 
 
155 Wassman, Cliff. “Easter Island Story – MysteriousPlaces.com” 
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The over-large heads have heavy brows, elongated noses with a distinctive 

fish-hook shaped curl of the nostrils. The lips protrude in a thin pout. Like the nose, 

the ears are elongated, and oblong in form. The jaw lines 

stand out against the truncated neck. The torsos are heavy, 

and sometimes the clavicles are subtly outlined in stone. The 

arms are carved in bas relief and rest against the body in 

various positions, hands and long slender fingers resting 

along the crests of the hips, meeting at the hami (loin-cloth), 

with the thumbs sometimes pointing towards the navel. 

Generally, the anatomical details of the backs are not detailed, 

but sometimes bear a ring and girdle motif on the buttocks 

and lower back. Except for one kneeling moai, the statues do 

not have legs.156

Those moai that are less eroded typically have 

designs carved on their backs and posteriors. The Routledge expedition of 1914 

established a cultural link between these designs and the island's traditional tattooing, 

which had been repressed by missionaries half a century earlier. Until modern DNA 

analysis of the islanders and their ancestors this was key scientific evidence that the 

Photo 16: Tukuturi at Rano Raraku 
is the only kneeling moai and one of 

few made of red scoria157

                                                 
156 Lamy, Matt. "The Moai Statues." 
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moai had been carved by the Rapa Nui and not by a separate group from South 

America.157

The moai and ahu were in use as early as AD 500, the majority were carved 

and erected between AD 1000 and 1650, and they were still standing when Jacob 

Roggeveen visited the island in 1722. Recent research has shown that certain statue 

sites, particularly the most important ones with great ahu platforms, were periodically 

ritually dismantled and reassembled with ever-larger statues.158

Scholars are unable to definitively explain the function and use of the moai 

statues. It is assumed that their carving and erection derived from an idea rooted in 

similar practices found elsewhere in Polynesia but which evolved in a unique way on 

Easter Island. Archaeological and iconographic analysis indicates that the statue cult 

was based on an ideology of male, lineage-based authority incorporating 

anthropomorphic symbolism. The statues were thus symbols of authority and power: 

both religious and political.159

Some of the Moai face the sea but most face inland to watch over the villages 

and villagers. The Rapa Nui were ancestor worshipers and only had one deity - Make 

Make.160 The moai are chiefly the ‘living faces’ of deified ancestors.161

                                                 
157 Wikipedia. “Moai.” 
 
158 Grey, Mratin. "Easter Island." 
 
159 Grey, Mratin. "Easter Island." 
 
160 Crystal, Ellie. "Easter Island - Rapa Nui." 
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One function that is commonly attributed to the moai was to look out over a 

village or gravesite as a protector. In addition to representing deceased ancestors, the 

moai, once they were erect on ceremonial sites, may also have been regarded as the 

embodiment of powerful living chiefs. They were also important lineage status 

symbols. They may also have been status symbols for villages or clans. The islanders 

may have believed that their statues would capture the chiefs’ ‘mana’ (supernatural 

powers). They may have believed that by concentrating mana on the island good 

things would result, rain would fall and crops would grow.162

Many Rapa Nui people believe that the statues were moved and erected by the 

magical force of mana. Great kings of a long-gone era simply used their mana to 

command the moai to move to the distant sites and stand there. The people of Rapa 

Nui believed that the moai also possessed mana, which was instilled at the time their 

white coral eyes were put in place, and that the moai used their mana to protect the 

people of the island. Today none of the moai have genuine coral eyes - and thus the 

mana is no more.163  

Some suggest that they were moved in an upright position and kept stable by 

crews manning ropes. This mode would verify the island legends of the statues 

                                                                                                                                           
 
161 Lamy, Matt. "The Moai Statues." 
 
162 Crystal, Ellie. "Easter Island - Rapa Nui." 
 
163 Crystal, Ellie. "Easter Island - Rapa Nui." 
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"walking" to their sites. From a distance seeing one of these great Moai moving along 

the road bobbing up and down as the logs moved underneath would surely have 

looked like a statue moving under its own power with a procession alongside it.164

Oral histories recount how various people used divine power to command the 

statues to walk. The earliest accounts say a king named Tuu Ku Ihu moved them with 

the help of the god Make-Make while later stories tell of a woman who lived alone on 

the mountain ordering them about at her will165. Other theories of how the maoi were 

transported include men sliding the moai along on layers of yams and sweet potatoes. 

The generally accepted belief is that they were transported on sledges or log rollers 

and then levered erect on their ahu using piles of stones and long logs.166  

Depending upon the size of the statues, it has been estimated that between 50 

and 150 people were needed to drag them across the countryside on sleds and rollers 

made from the island's trees.167 The trek from quarry to ahu could be up to 14 miles. 

As evidence of the difficulty moving the moai, many can be seen along the paths of 

ancient roadways where they broke along the way and were abandoned.168

                                                 
164 Wassman, Cliff. “Easter Island Story – MysteriousPlaces.com” 
 
165 Wikipedia. “Moai.” 
 
166 Crystal, Ellie. "Easter Island - Rapa Nui." 
 
167 Grey, Mratin. "Easter Island." 
 
168 Wassman, Cliff. “Easter Island Story – MysteriousPlaces.com” 
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Photo 17: Re-erecteed moai on an Ahu, with a broken and abandoned statue 
nearby169

All erected moai are on ahus. Built at the edge of the ocean, the ahu required 

just as much engineering know-how and raw labor as the statue construction itself. It 

is here that the Easter Islanders' stonework skills can fully be appreciated. Massive 

blocks and tons of fill were required to build the supports for the moai. Although they 

were an incredible engineering feat, most of the ahu built were less than elegant 

constructions.170  

The ahu of Easter Island vary in length - the longest one is 300 feet, while 

some that hold one moai are only several feet long. Each ahu has a stone masonry 

base that slopes upward to a high terrace upon which the moai rest. Some terraces are 

as high as 15 feet above ground level. All are fairly wide - the bases of the moai that 

stand upon them measure as much as 10 feet long by 8 or 9 feet wide.171 The ahu 

                                                 
169 Lamy, Matt. "The Moai Statues." 
 
170 Wassman, Cliff. “Easter Island Story – MysteriousPlaces.com” 
 
171 Crystal, Ellie. "Easter Island - Rapa Nui." 
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platforms of Easter Island were the sanctuaries of the people of Rapa Nui, and the 

moai statues were the ritually charged sacred objects of those sanctuaries. While the 

statues have been toppled and re-erected over the centuries, the mana or spiritual 

presence of Rapa Nui is still strongly present at the ahu sites and atop the sacred 

volcanoes.172  

It is at the beach and area around Anakena that the legends say Hotu Matua 

landed and began the colonization of the island. Excavations of this area have 

discovered that it was an important site and it boasts one of the best collections of 

erected moai on the island, Ahu Naunau.173

Ahu Akivi is an unusual site in several respects. A low ahu supports 7 statues 

all very similar in height and style. The site is odd in that it is located far inland and 

the statues were erected to face the ocean. This is the only site on the island where 

this was done. Like other Easter Island sites the statues were found knocked off the 

ahu, lying face down in the ground. In 1960, Archeologist William Mulloy's team 

spent several months raising the statues to their original positions. Folklore holds that 

its seven moai represent the seven young explorers that legend says the Polynesian 

King Hotu Matu'a dispatched from across the seas, probably from the Marquesas 

Islands, to find this new homeland for him and his people. They are among the few 

                                                                                                                                           
 
172 Grey, Mratin. "Easter Island." 
 
173 Wassman, Cliff. “Easter Island Story – MysteriousPlaces.com” 
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moai that face the sea. These seven stone giants may well symbolize those seven 

explorers, but no one knows for sure. The seven at Ahu Akivi each stand about 16 

feet high and weigh about 18 tons.174  

 
Photo 18: Ahu Akivi with the seven matching Maoi 

facing inland, it is also the furthest inland ahu175

 
Many trees were needed to transport the maoi around the island. It is unlikely 

that the trees used were recycled for transporting other statues or for many other uses 

at all. As the deforestation continued, the moai building competition turned into an 

obsession. With the loss of the forests, the land began to erode. The small amount of 

topsoil quickly washed into the sea. The crops began to fail and the clans turned on 

one another in a battle for the scarce resources. The symbols of the islanders’ power 

                                                 
174 Crystal, Ellie. "Easter Island - Rapa Nui." 
175 Lamy, Matt. "The Moai Statues." 
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and success, the moai, were toppled. Often rocks were placed where the statues neck 

would fall so it would decapitate the moai.176 Moai were usually toppled forwards to 

have their faces hidden and by 1868 there were no more left standing.177

With no wood left to build boats, all the Rapa Nui people could do was look 

enviously at the birds that sail effortless through the sky. The end of the maoi culture 

led to the rise of the birdman religion. The Rapa Nui culture and community, which 

had developed over the past 300 years, collapsed. Their island was in shambles, and 

their villages and crops destroyed. There was no wood left on the island to build 

escape boats. The few survivors of the conflict, perhaps numbering as low as 750, 

began to pick up the pieces of their culture. One thing they left behind, however, were 

the moai.178

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
176 Wassman, Cliff. “Easter Island Story – MysteriousPlaces.com” 
 
177 Wikipedia. “Moai.” 
 
178 Wassman, Cliff. “Easter Island Story – MysteriousPlaces.com” 
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1.5 Dolhareubang 
 

 
Photo 19: Dolharuebang at 

Tamna Mokseokwon on Jeju, 
Korea179  

 
Jeju Special Self-Governing Province in South Korea is known for its strong 

and frequent winds. The average wind speed on Jeju, as of 2003, is 3.1m/s. The 

highest wind speed is 6.9m/s in Sanseo area around high mountains. During the 

                                                 
179 Wikipedia. “Dol hareubang.” 2008. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dol_hareubang. (accessed 
November, 2008). 
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daytime, the mountains of Jeju facilitate circulation of sea and land breeze by 

combining sea and land breeze while mountains cause land breeze to occur in most of 

the island at night. The stronger wind is in the northwest coast area where the winter 

monsoon has a great influence. In contrast, the southeast coast has a relatively weak 

wind, but it is constant nevertheless. The wind blows hardest over the entire island in 

the springtime.180

Dolhareubangs (돌 하르방) of Jeju Special Self-Governing Province in South 

Korea are becoming well-known to the world as its symbol. ‘Dolhareubang’ means 

‘stone grandfather.’ It was not always called Dolhareubang. About the time of the 

restoration of independence181, some Jeju people started to call it Dolhareubang as a 

joke, and everyone came to use that name due to its clearly-expressed meaning. It 

wasn’t until after the Jeju Cultural Properties Committee designated Dolhareubang as 

the second cultural asset on October 26, 1971, the word of Dolhareubang became an 

official name and became the common name.182

There are many mysteries surrounding the Dolhareubang. One question is 

how many there were originally. Currently there are a total of 47 statues including 

                                                 
180 Samda Museum. Beauty of Jeju Stone: Dolhareubang. 2004 
http://english.jejusamda.com/common/c_dataView.php?id=F02030200〈=_eng (3 November 2007). 
 
181 South Korea’s formal independence was recognized on August 13, 1948. 
 
182 Lee, YongMin. "Jeju's Symbol: Dolhareubang." 
2007.http://english.jeju.go.kr/contents/?mid=030203 (accessed November, 2008). 
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two in Gyeongbok Palace and 45 on Jeju Special Self-Governing Province. It is not 

known if this is all there ever were, or if there were more that were destroyed, stolen, 

misplaced or just lost. It is thought that there used to be at least 48 statues, because 

they are historically found in pairs, so at least one has been lost over time. 5 

Dolhareubangs in Jejumok and 7 in Jeonguihyeon have supporting stones below them, 

but all the Dolhareubangs in Daejeonghyeon do not. It is not known which way is the 

original: with or without the supporting stone.183  

Another question is where they should be located. When the administrative 

districts of Jeju Special Self-Governing Province were divided into three areas: Jeju 

County, Daejeonghyeon (county), and Jeonguihyeon (county), Dolhareubangs were 

in front of each fortress gate. But it is thought that these were not the original 

locations of the statues, that they had been moved from elsewhere on the island. In 

each area the statue are different, it is not known why there is so much variation from 

place to place, but so much similarity in each place. Yet another question that is 

unanswered is who carved these statues.184

Because the Dolhareubang is not an intangible cultural asset but a tangible 

folk material which can be seen and touched it has become the symbol of Jeju Special 

Self-Governing Province. As a result of this, Dolhareubangs have come to be popular 

among the residents of the island, and also among tourists. They can be found at the 

                                                 
183 Lee, YongMin. "Jeju's Symbol: Dolhareubang." 
 
184 Lee, YongMin. "Jeju's Symbol: Dolhareubang." 
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entrance and the exit of villages, airports, government offices, tangerine orchards and 

on both sides of bridges. As Jeju Special Self-Governing Province is famous as a 

tourist resort across the world, many small-sized Dolhareubangs are made and 

presented to the world as tourist souvenirs.185

As said earlier, today there are 47 complete Dolhareubangs: 21 in the center of 

Jeju City, or Jejumok, 12 in DaeJeong and Jeongui Counties respectively and two in 

the Korean traditional cultural museum at Gyeongbok Palace, which were moved 

from the east gate of Jeju Special Self-Governing Province. They used to be in front 

of the castle gates of Jejumok, Daejeonghyeon and Jeonguihyeon. In Jeju City 

Dolhareubangs are in historic sites such as Samseonghyeol Holes (the place where 

Jeju ancestors came from) and Gwandeokjeong Pavilion. However, it is important to 

remember that most of these sites are secondary sites and not to be misled into 

believing that just because they are in historic sites that they belong there.186

It is known that historically for every new village, Dolhareubangs were placed 

at the entrance and exit of fortress gates in pairs. The Dolhareubangs in Jeongui 

County are still in or near their original locations because Dolhareubangs stand in 

paired sets of four, close to the place where three castle gates used to be and remain 

almost intact.  The Dolhareubangs in DaeJeong County are placed near the original 

sites at the west and south gates four by four, but at the east gate there is only one 

                                                 
185 Lee, YongMin. "Jeju's Symbol: Dolhareubang." 
 
186 Lee, YongMin. "Jeju's Symbol: Dolhareubang." 
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statue. The three Dolhareubangs in Boseong Elementary School are thought to 

originally have belonged to the east gate.187   

In the 1960’s it was documented that there were Dolhareubang in front of the 

east gate of Jeju-si, and this seemed to be their original site based on stone work, 

ageing, erosion and matching the surrounding stone work. There are also places in 

both Daejeong County and Jeongui County where Dolhareubangs are located at castle 

gates. However, the statues that are currently in Samseong-san and Gwandeokjeong 

Pavillion have folk-lore documenting statues being moved into them.188

Dolhareubang used to be called ‘beoksumeori189’' in Jeongui County. The 

name ‘'beoksumeori'’ is truly significant. In 1968, when the “Stone Statue and Stone 

Equipment of Jeju Special Self-Governing Province” was published, it was no small 

matter to find the fact from many people from Jeongui Village that when they were 

children, these statues were called dolhareubang ‘beoksumeori.’ This is an important 

clue to understanding the origin of the Dolhareubang. All over the Korean mainland 

and spreading through areas of Korean influence are wooden and stone totems called 

‘Beoksu.’ Thus calling folhareubang ‘beoksumeori'’ points to the possibility that the 

                                                 
187 Lee, YongMin. "Jeju's Symbol: Dolhareubang." 
 
188 Lee, YongMin. "Jeju's Symbol: Dolhareubang." 
 
189 Meaning “Shaman Head” 
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Dolhareubang have the same origin as the Boksu totem pole, or at least come from 

that idea.190

According to the late Mr. Kim Young-don, Jeju's folklore expert, “the name 

‘dolhareubang’ began to be widely used before and after Korea's independence from 

the Japanese imperialistic rule in 1945 because it was easy to understand and 

humorous.” For that reason, dolhareubang became the official name for the statue 

amid conflicting debates over the name among many folk culture specialists.191

All Dolhareubang are carved out of porous basalt rock and have both of their 

big hands resting on their belly192. Dolhareubangs vary in size and features according 

to region. The biggest Dolhareubangs (about 187 cm in height) come from the region 

that held the greatest political power, Jejumok in the north. The second largest (about 

141 cm) are from Jeonguihyeon in the southwest, and the smallest (about 134 cm) 

stood guard in Daejeonghyeon in the southeast.193 In spite of these dissimilar sizes, 

the similarities in form are striking. All dolhareubang follow the same pattern in 

terms of their body and face. 

                                                 
190 Lee, YongMin. "Jeju's Symbol: Dolhareubang." 
 
191 Samda Museum. Beauty of Jeju Stone: Dolhareubang. 
 
192 Samda Museum. Beauty of Jeju Stone: Dolhareubang. 
 
193 Stillman, Sara. "An Introduction to Dolhareubang, Jeju, South Korea." 
2007.http://jejulife.net/2007/12/17/dolhareubang-jeju/ (accessed November, 2008). 
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The statues' faces feature grinning expressions 

and bulging eyes without pupils, and slight smile and 

their hands rest on their bellies, one slightly above the 

other. In sets of two, one will have a higher left hand and 

the other a higher right hand. The hat is commonly 

referred to as phallic or mushroom-like. 194  The 

Dolhareubang’s face has fat noses, firmly closed lips, and 

swollen cheeks. While some Dolhareubangs show a kind 

of dauntless dignity, others are polite and generous as if 

they protect everything. As far as clothing is concerned, 

every Dolhareubang wears a horsehair cap with a peak and a broad, round rim. In 

spite of all these similarities, each Dolhareubang has its own look, so that each 

Dolhareubang displays a strong individual character. 195  

 Dolhareubangs have been around since 1754.196 There are several legends and 

stories surrounding their origins. One of the most well-known is one that goes with 

another possible older name. It has been recorded in the Tamna Chronicles that there 

were guardian statues on Jeju called ‘Ongjungseok.’ Ongjung was the name of a 

Photo 20: Dolhareubang head and 
face194  

                                                 
194 Wikipedia. “Dol hareubang.” 
 
195 Lee, YongMin. "Jeju's Symbol: Dolhareubang." 
 
196 Stillman, Sara. "An Introduction to Dolhareubang, Jeju, South Korea." 
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person called Duke Wanongjung who defeated invaders from the northern area. He 

was a tall, brave and strong man. After he died, a statue of him was erected outside 

the gate of A-fang Palace so that the Huns, uncivilized barbarians, would be terrified 

at the sight of the statue. The figure naturally became deified, so that more of them 

were erected in front of government offices as guardians. That guardian is said to 

have been called ‘Ongjungseok.’ The problem is that in the Tamna Chronicles the 

statues were not described, so researchers cannot be certain that these are the same 

statues. 197   

  In the late 1960’s, a lot of villagers were asked what roles Dolhareubang had. 

In this way, a clue to the Dolhareubang’s functions was thought to be found. There 

are also the records from literature, remains of the past and folklore tales that can be 

used to answer this question198. What was found is: 

• It played a role in keeping a gate.  
• It played a role in guarding and protecting.  
• It played a role similar to that of a child stone statue in front of 

a tomb.  
• It had a character of a guardian deity.  
• It was set up for the motive similar to the reason for 

establishing a tower which defends misfortune.  
• It was set up so as to prevent evil which invaded into the 

villages.  
• It was set up so as to prevent malignant diseases which entered 

the villages.  

                                                 
197 Lee, YongMin. "Jeju's Symbol: Dolhareubang." 
 
198 Lee, YongMin. "Jeju's Symbol: Dolhareubang." 
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• It was set up so as to denote the locations of government 
buildings in provinces and counties.  

• It was set up so as to display dignity in the locations of 
government buildings in provinces and counties.  

The ten opinions are summarized into the role as a guardian, 
the role as an incantation and a religion, and the role as a 
location marker.199

Jeju people believed that Dolhareubang placed at gates would protect them 

from cholera epidemics and starvation. Starting in about the 19th century began to 

grind and ingest the tip of the nose of a Dolhareubang in the hopes of either becoming 

pregnant or giving birth to a baby boy. It is theorized that their somewhat phallic 

appearance gave rise to that belief after their creation rather than it being their 

original purpose. 200  The statues are sometimes sold as sources of 

fertility and small replicas are sometimes given to women with fertility 

problems.201

Photo 21: Dolhareubang 
statue 201 

 Ben Haddow, a specialist in Korean folk religion and mythology, 

speculates that Dolhareubang were made as political propaganda for 

powerful shamanic mushroom cults. He points at the eyes, the cropping 

of the torso, and the caps of the Dolhareubang as evidence. He supports 

this theory with references to Korean art, literature, and etymology. He 

                                                 
199 Lee, YongMin. "Jeju's Symbol: Dolhareubang." 
 
200 Stillman, Sara. "An Introduction to Dolhareubang, Jeju, South Korea." 
 
201 Wikipedia. “Dol hareubang.” 
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explains that the big “shining glazed-over eyes” may be indicative of the ‘enlightened 

one.’ He also pointed to the cropping of the statues at the legs: like mushrooms, they 

are firmly planted in the ground. The “Stone Grandfather’s” hat may be described as 

mushroom-like and Haddow disputes that it is purely a phallic symbol. If anything, he 

argues, the Dolhareubang represent a union of the masculine and feminine because 

mushrooms appear to “reproduce without seed.” 202  This theory supposes that 

“powerful shamans descending from the north established a magic mushroom cult on 

the island in which stone grandfathers were set at the sides of thresholds to prevent 

the entry of unwanted spirits.” The mushroom and its related imagery has had great 

importance in Korea, visible in ancient crowns and funeral urns, among many other 

things.203

 In 1987 Jeju Province opened the Dolharbang Park where they have photos 

and good replicas of all the originals remaining, including an unfinished one found in 

a tangerine farm. There is also a host of interesting Dolhareubang made by modern 

sculptors.204

 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
202 Stillman, Sara. "An Introduction to Dolhareubang, Jeju, South Korea." 
 
203 Wikipedia. “Dol hareubang.” 
 
204 Stillman, Sara. "An Introduction to Dolhareubang, Jeju, South Korea." 


